High-resolution angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopic measurements were made of the Fermi edge of a single crystal of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 at 90 K along several directions in the Brillouin zone. The resultant Fermilevel crossings are consistent with local-density band calculations, including a point calculated to be of Bi-O character. Additional measurements were made where bands crossed the Fermi level between 100 and 250 K, along with measurements on an adjacent Pt foil. The Fermi edges of both materials agree to within the noise. Below the Fermi level the spectra show correlation effects in the form of an increased effective mass, but the essence of the single-particle band structure is retained. The shape of the spectra can be explained by a lifetime-broadened photohole and secondary electrons. The effective inverse photohole lifetime is linear in energy.
I. INTRODUCTION Since the discovery of high-T, superconductors, their electronic structure has been of great interest. Whether or not the normal states of these materials are Fermi liquids has been a key question. Is one-electron band theory adequate as a starting point for describing the normal-state electronic structure (with added modifications from correlation effects) or must an alternative description be devised ?' Answers to these questions are important for the ultimate understanding of the mechanism of superconductivity in these materials.
In an attempt to address some of these questions, we carried out a detailed angle-resolved photoemission study on normal-state BizSrzCaCuzOs. The experiment was performed with high energy and angular resolution, a prerequisite for studying the details of the states near the Fermi level. To minimize thermal broadening, measurements were made at temperatures just above T, .
An angle-resolved photoemission study on high-T, su- perconductors is simplified by the fact that most of the structures are highly two dimensional. In the photoemission process momentum parallel to the surface is conserved. Momentum perpendicular to the surface is not conserved since the photoelectron transfers a certain perpendicular momentum to the crystal when escaping through the surface barrier. For a two-dimensional system, however, the momentum parallel to the surface is sufBcient to determine the initial state. The peak widths and line shapes of the spectra in Fig. 1 need more attention. Generally, the peak widths are determined by the inverse lifetime of both photoelectrons and holes, in addition to the contributions from instrument resolution. However, for a two-dimensional system, only the hole lifetime contributes to the broadening; the lifetime of the emitted electron does not broaden the peak. ' ' and Fermi surface nesting has been shown to predict such a dependence. ' Finally, another model exists which accounts for many of the features of our data: dispersion of peaks in the EDC's and the widths of these peaks. ' The modified single-particle band structure has been successful in describing the data to this point, however, and we will discuss Fig. 1 in this context. A discussion of the broadening in Fig. 1 Fig. 5 . The data are from Fig.   1 with a background removed. The background at a given binding energy was taken to be proportional to the sum of the primaries at higher kinetic energies. The same constant was used for all spectra. The success of this background method implies that there is a difference between primary and secondary electrons of the same kinetic energy. There is a consistent physical picture in this case if the background is composed of primary electrons that have suffered a small energy loss and small change in rnomenturn at or near the surface. It is very unlikely that electrons with multiple losses will appear in the energy window of these spectra, and the conventional secondary electrons appear at much lower kinetic energies.
The background determined by this method for the 12' spectrum in Fig. 1 is exactly the measured 14' spectrum. There are no filled states at EI; for the momentum corresponding to 14' within the angular acceptance at our analyzer. The photoelectrons we detect have been scattered into the analyzer acceptance with small changes in momentum and small energy loss. Hence there is no emission at E~( the highest kinetic energy), and the scattered electron spectra are equivalent over a small range of angles. In general points in the zone there are no filled states at EF and the background is much lower. To explore this question, Huber' has made a number of simplifying assumptions, the most important of which is that instead of a photohole, a photoeraission event results in the creation of a spinon and a holon which are uncoupled (or very weakly coupled). They share the energy the photohole would have. The result of Huber' s calculation is that above T, there is an edge resembling a Fermi edge. As the temperature increases, the slope of the edge diminishes while the threshold shifts but little.
The effect is that the midpoint, which might be identified with an apparent Fermi level, shifts to lower energies. This effect 
